Seaman Fourth In Epee Meets At Nationals

The Beaver Barka (Continued from Page 5)

spite the fact that many believe that no one has the time to engage in sports and that Tech is just not a school for sports. Looking at the facilities for Tech sports is another matter, however, for there it seems as if Tech had no interest in sports whatsoever.

We do have one of the finest places on the East Coast and a model sailing program which is the story of Boston colleges. But it seems that only the interested can reach Tech and reach enough room and facilities for the same competition. The single gymnasium in Walker, which must serve over 6,000 students in intramural competition, is a source of constant concern. The crew, however, with the volley ball and basketball games of the Beaver Key Tournaments and with the regular varsity competition of the fencing and basketball squads.

The most crying need in sports here at Tech today is facilities, especially a new gymnasium for an overflowing student body, even more sputtered than before the war. When the Beaver Key tried to schedule softball games in Bridge this spring, they found the Terriers team and the Track team in Bridge Field daily, and the completion of bonds in the Westgate project has greatly limited the availability of the playing fields.

Present indications are that new buildings will not be erected for some time now, but this is the time for us to consider what should be done to correct this situation. This is a problem which will only grow worse by neglect. Plans must be made now for the amelioration of these conditions. The hiring of an athletic director is only a half-way measure. The extension of the sports facilities with additional gymnasium room and more field space must accompany the installation of an athletic director.

Sailing (Continued from Page 5)

Princeton tomorrow on the Charles, probably has two miles of practice to our one. They also have a training boat and can get a full night's rest. Not so for the Technology engineers. In an effort to increase the amount of needed training, our navigator forewarns their getting up early and to practice twice daily for the four days.

Track Season Starts With Maine, Brown

Meet To Be Held At Briggs Field This Saturday Afternoon

The Tech outdoor track season starts tomorrow afternoon as Briggs Field will host 1:00 p.m. The Engineers will oppose the track aggregates from Brown and Maine. Following this Saturday's meet, Tech will oppose successive Saturdays the following opponents: Tufts and Northeastern, Boston University, New Hampshire University, The New England championships, and the Intercollegiate championships. Tech has not yet developed any outstanding performers this year, but will depend upon its talent in all events to score the necessary points. Currents, Granger, Jenks, Barth, and Wixmore are expected to challenge the field in the dash. In the 440 and 880, Callow, Cleworth, Krizner, Lewis, Vignelette and Wangen, are the Tech hopes. The acephel of the Tech Cross-Country team will carry the Tech colors in the mile and two mile as Lewis, Jakobinski, Young, and Speier will compete in these events.

No Blue-sky claims... just down-to-earth satisfaction from Old Golds!

Let other cigarettes offer you the sun, moon and movie stars.

We're content with what Old Golds actually deliver—just a fragrant deliciousness that leaves you happily anticipating your next smoke.

Frankly, that's all we put into Old Golds. No monkeyshines... just nearly 200 years of fine tobacco experience... loving care... and quality safeguards all down the line.

And what do you get? Pleasure. Mellow gentleness, grace and goodness in every drag.

Like the idea? Then go for Old Golds. You're pretty sure to be happy with 'em.